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Description
The recover button in the recycler is not functional anymore for regular records, the following JavaScript error is thrown: Uncaught TypeError: $message.find is not a function

Associated revisions

Revision b4b7f61e - 2018-04-16 09:36 - Andreas Fernandez

[BUGFIX] Ensure that the „recover“ message is always in jQuery context

When a page is about to get recovered by the recycler, a checkbox is rendered into the modal text, which requires proper jQuery object.

However, if that checkbox is not required, a simple string is stored in the `$message` variable, breaking functionality as a jQuery object is expected. The message is now wrapped in a `<p>` tag to always have a jQuery object in place.

Resolves: #84701
Releases: master, 8.7
Change-id: le534380aa4be9800ce2754e0226ee52ee9ce5dc1
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/56638
Tested-by: TYPO3com <ne-reply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Susanne Moog <susanne.moog@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Frank Naegler <frank.naegler@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Frank Naegler <frank.naegler@typo3.org>

Revision 25b51980 - 2018-04-16 19:30 - Andreas Fernandez

[BUGFIX] Ensure that the „recover“ message is always in jQuery context

When a page is about to get recovered by the recycler, a checkbox is rendered into the modal text, which requires proper jQuery object.
However, if that checkbox is not required, a simple string is stored in
the `$message` variable, breaking functionality as a jQuery object is
expected. The message is now wrapped in a `<p>` tag to always have a
jQuery object in place.

Resolves: #84701
Relases: master, 8.7
Change-Id: ia534380a4a4be9800ce2754e0226ee52ee9ce5dc1
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/56674
Reviewed-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Frank Naegler <frank.naegler@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Frank Naegler <frank.naegler@typo3.org>

---

History

#1 - 2018-04-12 14:45 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from In Progress to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/56638

#2 - 2018-04-12 15:57 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/56638

#3 - 2018-04-12 16:01 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/56638

#4 - 2018-04-12 16:02 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/56638

#5 - 2018-04-16 09:37 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/56674

#6 - 2018-04-16 10:00 - Andreas Fernandez
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset b4b7f81e7140a77551995c2c92d31516e2b897d8.

#7 - 2018-10-02 10:47 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed